Skills 3: Presenting and Publishing
Skills 3 training (part A) on “Scientific Communication Skills”
Organised by University of Alicante.

22-23 January 2019
Tuesday 22 January 10 am- 18 pm
Wednesday 23 January 9 am-12 pm

Venue
University of Alicante (Campus de San Vicente del Raspeig)
German Bernacer Building (Campus map n. 36)
Room 14

Module 1: Scientific Communication Skills
By Teresa Morell, English Studies Department, University of Alicante

This workshop is designed to help ESRs to present their research effectively.

Objectives:

1. To become more aware of
   - The components of oral presentations (audience, message and speaker)
   - Verbal and non-verbal modes of communication (multimodality)
   - Organization of a research presentation.

2. To practice
   - Presenting their research
   - Evaluating their presentations and those of other ESRs, constructively.

Assignment:

Each ESR is required to prepare a short (5 min. max) presentation of their research project and read the following paper: